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Abstract

This memo describes a reinterpretation of the TCP Data Offset field, affecting the previously illegal code points 0-4, that allows
endpoints to fit more than 40 bytes of option into TCP segments.
1. Introduction

The TCP datagram format has space for up to 40 bytes of TCP options [RFC 793]. Although this is adequate in most cases, a combination of options such as TCP MD5 [RFC 2385], SACK (Selective Acknowledgement) [RFC 2018], and Timestamp [RFC 1323] will not fit in the currently available option space. In fact, SACK alone could take up more space than is available, given a sufficiently complex loss pattern. A mechanism supporting larger option space might support currently illegal option combinations, simplify the deployment of any future TCP options, and discourage kludges that try to fit too much data into too little option space. Further motivation and discussion TBA.

The amount of space used for options is determined by the TCP header’s 4-bit Data Offset field, or DO. This number equals the offset of application data relative to the start of the TCP header, measured in 32-bit words. The fixed portion of the TCP header is 20 bytes long, so 5 is the smallest legal value for DO; it indicates the absence of options. The largest possible value, 15, indicates a data offset of 60 bytes, and thus 40 bytes of option space. The values 0 through 4 are currently illegal. The proposed mechanism uses these code points to indicate extended option space, taking more than 40 bytes.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC 2119].

2. Mechanism

A TCP implementing this Internet-Draft MUST interpret the TCP header’s DO field according to the following table. The interpretation of values 5-15 is identical to that of [RFC 793].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DO</th>
<th>Data Offset</th>
<th>Option Space</th>
<th>Min. TCP Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>infinity</td>
<td>whole packet</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-15</td>
<td>DO*4</td>
<td>(DO*4)-20</td>
<td>DO*4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A segment’s TCP length MUST equal or exceed the Min. TCP Length value indicated by its DO field. A receiving TCP MUST ignore any segment that is too short.
TCP segments with DO between 0 and 4 are called extended segments.

2.1. Requesting Extended Segments with SYN

Extended segments MUST NOT be sent unless their use was approved during the TCP three-way handshake. Approval happens when an extended segment (here, the SYN) is acknowledged by another extended segment (the SYNACK).

An endpoint performing active open indicates its desire to use extended segments by sending an extended SYN, that is, a SYN with DO < 5. If an extended SYNACK arrives in response, the endpoint will send an ACK and continue, using extended and nonextended segments as appropriate. If the connection attempt fails (through a timeout, ICMP destination unreachable, or received TCP RST), or the received SYNACK is not extended, the active endpoint MUST try again with a non-extended SYN. Unless the connection attempt failed through a RST, the active endpoint MUST clean up any remote state before retrying, by sending a RST and waiting at least a short interval (roughly 1 round-trip time, or 100 ms, if no RTT is available) to discourage packet reordering.

A listening endpoint receiving an extended SYN MUST either respond with an extended SYNACK (to allow the use of extended segments), or reset the connection with a non-extended RST (to prevent their use).

Requiring a full handshake to approve the use of extended segments has the side effect of ensuring that any middleboxes on both parts of the path can handle extended segments (or at least won’t drop them).

The procedures described in this section can delay connection establishment, or definitive connection refusal, by up to a SYN timeout (on the order of 3 seconds).

2.2. Requesting Extended Segments with SYNACK

A passive, listening endpoint MAY also request the use of extended segments, by sending an extended SYNACK in response to a non-extended SYN. Approval is granted if the response ACK is extended. This procedure is riskier than requesting extended segments on the SYN, however. An active endpoint with a "legacy" implementation might reset the connection in response to the extended SYNACK, and not retry. Furthermore, a listening endpoint implementing this procedure must distinguish SYN transmissions from retransmissions, preventing the use of SYN cookies [SYNCOOKIES].
A listening endpoint receiving a non-extended SYN MAY respond with an extended SYNACK to request the use of extended segments. If an extended ACK arrives in response, the endpoint will continue using extended and nonextended segments as appropriate. If the extended SYNACK transmission fails (a timeout occurs, a retransmitted non-extended SYN is received, or a non-extended RST is received), it MUST try again with a non-extended SYNACK. If a non-extended ACK is received, it MUST send a non-extended SYNACK retransmission; the hope is that the active endpoint will use any options specified on the retransmission.

An active-open endpoint that sent a non-extended SYN, but received an extended SYNACK, MUST either respond with an extended ACK (to allow the use of extended segments), or reset the connection with a non-extended RST (to prevent their use).

3. Stability Considerations

Existing "legacy" TCP implementations -- both those in end hosts, and those in middleboxes such as firewalls -- clearly will not process extended segments according to this memo. On encountering an extended segment, legacy implementations might drop the segment as erroneous, act as if the segment had no options, reset the connection, or even conceivably crash. Even if endpoints were able to complete an extended-segment handshake, a path change (perhaps induced by mobility) might introduce a legacy middlebox into the connection, leading to possible connection reset. For these reasons, TCP connections SHOULD NOT use extended segments, or the extended segment handshake, unless it is considered required. APIs SHOULD let applications allow the use of extended segments; this API SHOULD be off by default.

Legacy endpoints that treat extended segments as if they have DO 5 are particularly problematic. The risk is that any options on the packet, including the mandatory MSS option, will be ignored; and that any options on retransmitted SYN or SYNACK packets will likewise be ignored. This risk should be investigated further. Modern open-source operating systems, at least, appear to drop extended segments.

4. Security Considerations

TCP implementations that follow this document will respond more slowly to some received RSTs, specifically those sent in response to extended SYNs and SYNACKs. Endpoints that implement the algorithm in Section 2.2 cannot use SYN cookies to protect against SYN-flood denial-of-service attacks. (Others?)
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